TO: THE HONORABLE JEREMY HARRIS, MAYOR
CITY AND COUNTY OF HONOLULU

FROM: RAYMOND H. SATO, MANAGER AND CHIEF ENGINEER
BOARD OF WATER SUPPLY

SUBJECT: FORMAL ACCEPTANCE OF THE FINAL ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT (FEIS) FOR THE BOARD OF WATER SUPPLY'S (BWS) MAKaha 242' RESERVOIR NO. 2, MAKAHA, OAHU. TMK: 8-4-02: 11, PORTION 14

April 17, 1996

We transmit the FEIS for the Makaha 242' Reservoir No. 2 project and request your acceptance.

BWS has completed the FEIS in accordance with the requirements of Chapter 343, HRS, and finds that the document fulfills the definition of an Environmental Impact Statement and adequately discloses and describes all identifiable environmental impacts. In addition, all comments submitted during the public review period have received satisfactory responses and have been appended to the FEIS. The acceptance of the statement is an affirmation of the adequacy of the statement under applicable laws and does not constitute an endorsement of the proposed action.

Therefore, as the accepting authority specified in Chapter 343-5, (b), (2), HRS, and in compliance with City and County Directive No. 89-2, dated May 25, 1989, we respectfully request your acceptance of the FEIS for the Makaha 242' Reservoir No. 2.

If you have any questions, please contact me at 527-6180.

ACCEPTANCE/NON-ACCEPTANCE:

[Signature]
JEREMY HARRIS, MAYOR
City and County of Honolulu

[Signature]
RAYMOND H. SATO
Manager and Chief Engineer